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OBSERVATIONS ON TIMES OF FEEDING. 

BY 

GEORGE MARPLES. 

FOR some time I have adopted the common practice of feeding 
birds near the house by providing them with a variety of food 
—bread, table scraps, suet, seed, coco-nuts and pea-nuts. 
Gradually I became aware of a certain regularity in the time 
when each species ceased to feed in the evenings and that some 
species generally stayed later at the food than others. Whether 
this was the usual habit or whether it was due to artificial 
feeding was not easy to determine, but it seemed worth while 
to find out if the general impression received would be con
firmed by more careful observations. Accordingly, on many 
occasions, note was taken of the time the different species 
ceased feeding. The result shows that some species always 
finished early and others uniformly late. Besides this came 
the discovery that a curious relationship existed between the 
times the Blue Tits (Parus c. obscurus) ceased to feed and 
those of the Great Tits (Parus m. newtoni). 

It was natural to wonder whether the reverse practice was • 
followed at the other end of the day. To decide this point 
I began to watch in the morning while it was still dark, waiting 
until, with the growing light, the feeding should begin. Un
fortunately, as a famous comedian has sung, " It's nice to get 
up in the morrrning but it's nicerrr to lie in bed ", this being 
particularly the case in winter, consequently the morning 
observations were fewer in number than might be desired. 
Nevertheless the two dozen or so times when I did manage to 
rise before dawn furnished proof that, as a rule, the species 
which continued feeding later than the others were also 
the first to begin. In short, that some birds seem to need 
more food than do others. It also appeared that the correla
tion of the Tit feeding times usually, though not without 
exception, was repeated in the morning. 

I will discuss this point at once. The accompanying 
diagrams which indicate the relative times of feeding on 
separate groups of days in January, February and March 
show what this Tit feeding-relationship is. To take the even
ing feeding first, diagrams C, D, E and F show that on the 
days represented the Great Tits, indicated by round spots and 
dotted lines, invariably ceased feeding some time before the 
Blue Tits, whose cessations are represented by square spots 
connected by plain lines. The double squares, it should be 
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said, mark the times of sunset and sunrise on the different 
days. 

The doings at the other end of the day are shown in diagrams 
A and B. It will be seen from these that in January the Blue 
Tits always began to feed before the Great Tits, but that in 
March there were lapses of a minute or two from this custom, 
and on one occasion, diagram B, a Great Tit unexpectedly 
was first in the field by no less than fifteen minutes. As a 
possible explanation of this aberration it may be said that this 
particular week in March happened to be the coldest in the 
winter, severe frost occurring on most nights. 

Why Blue Tits behave in this way must be left to con
jecture. It is possible that being a smaller and weaker 
species subject to the constant experience of being driven from 
the food by the stronger Great Tits, they rise early and stay 
late in order to secure periods of unmolested feeding, though 
as there is always plenty of food for all, this would not seem 
necessary. Why the larger bird also does not feed as long as 
possible is not obvious unless it is that it requires less food. 
If the two species fed on different food and the Great Tit ate 
things having higher nutritive qualities this would be under
standable, but as both eat identical food it is curious to find, 
as we do by taking nine evening cessations in January with 
the corresponding morning beginnings, that the longest 
foodless night-periods of the Great Tits was 15 hours 52 
minutes, while the Blue Tits' longest time without food was 
only 15 hours 20 minutes, the average foodless periods being 
about 15 hours 16 minutes for the Great Tit and 14 hours 
54 minutes for the Blue Tit. 

One would expect the birds to take advantage of the in
creasing period of daylight in March, which was about 3 hours 
20 minutes longer than in January, but it is interesting to 
note that neither species did so to the full, though both species 
did feed for, approximately, 2 hours longer—Blue Tits 
almost 9 hours and Great Tits about 8 | hours—in March than 
in January. There is, however, evidence of an attempt to 
increase the feeding time in the earlier month by beginning 
earlier and staying later in relation to suniise and sunset, 
for, whereas in March the Blue Tits' times of beginning 
averaged only 6.8 minutes before sunrise, in January they 
reached 16.9 minutes before. The same may be said of the Great 
Tits for they began in March 4.9 minutes before sunrise, 
while in January they commenced 10 minutes before. Similarly 
at the end of the day it was observed that in March the Blue 
Tits stayed 16.7 minutes after sunset while in January they 
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continued until 24 minutes after, and that the Great Tits 
stayed 4 minutes after sunset in March and 7.6 minutes after 
in January, all these figures being averages. 

The diagrams will make clear another point, that being the 
strange correlation between the terminal feeding times of the 
Great and Blue Tits on each day. It will be seen that, almost 
without exception, if the Great Tits ceased feeding early the 
Blue Tits did the same, and if the Great Tits continued later 
the Blue Tits followed suit. It is evident that some influence 
affected both species at. the same time, but as to what this 
influence is I am only prepared to make suggestions. Possibly 
it has to do with temperature or with humidity ; barometric 
pressure may be the cause or strength of light. Unfortunately, 
I was unable to investigate accurately any of these possible 
causes ; an attempt to use a thermometer disturbed the birds ; 
the light was so imperfect before sunrise and after sunset that 
my actinometer failed to register its intensity. I had, 
therefore, to fall back on noting the atmospheric conditions 
in general terms such as " Sky overcast, light dull, slight 
frost, strong northerly wind," and this I did each day to find 
that nothing in my notes, except possibly the frost already 
referred to in connexion with the late beginning of the Blue 
Tits, furnished any clue to the variations in the feeding times. 
One feature, probably connected with light intensity, may be 
mentioned. It will be noticed that the Great Tits ceased 
feeding in January and March round about sunset each day, 
and that the Blue Tits did not finish until some time after 
sunset. Yet, in February, for some unknown reason, the 
Great Tits stopped some considerable time before sunset and 
that the only occasion the Blue Tits did this during the period 
covered by the observations was in the same month. Nothing 
in my weather notes suggests an explanation of this unusual 
irregularity. 

So far I have referred to Tits only because their numbers 
and the frequency of their visits to the food provided enabled 
regular and accurate observations to be made. But other 
species visited the food constantly though not in the same 
numbers as the Tits. Of the feeding times of these something 
may now be said. 

The Hedge-Sparrow and the Robin came to feed before 
dawn when the light was so bad that it was difficult to recog
nize them. The Robin quite commonly continued after all 
the others had gone and sometimes fed on into the dark. 

It was noticed that certain species seldom or never began 
feeding before sunrise. And that some always finished some 
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time before sunset. Of the former the Jay, Coal-Tit, Gold
finch and Spotted Flycatcher are examples, and of the latter, 
three species, the Coal-Tit, House-Sparrow and Chaffinch. 

Here is the order of time in which the different species were 
seen to feed, the time given being the earliest morning and 
latest evening observed feeding of each species: Song-
Thrush (Turdus e. ericetorum), 42 minutes before sunrise; 
Mistle-Thrush (Turdus viscivorus), 35 minutes before; 
Robin (Erithacus rubecula), 31 minutes; Barn-Owl (Tyto 
alba), 30 minutes ; Blackbird (Turdus merula), 27 minutes ; 
Wren (Troglodytes troglodytes), 27 minutes; Blue Tit, 27 
minutes ; Hedge-Sparrow (Prunella modularis) ,24 minutes ; 
Great Tit, 21 minutes; Sky-Lark (Alauda arvensis), 20 minutes; 
Marsh-Tit (Parus palustris), 19 minutes ; Chaffinch (Fringilla 
ccelebs), 14 minutes ; House-Sparrow (Passer domesticus), 
10 minutes ; Nuthatch (Sitta europcea), 7 minutes ; Kestrel 
(Falco tinnunculus), 5 minutes; and Starling (Sturnus 
vulgaris), 4 minutes. After sunrise species began feeding in 
the following order: Goldfinch (Carduelis carduelis), 8 
minutes after ; Coal-Tit (Parus ater), 10 minutes ; Spotted 
Flycatcher (Muscicapa striata), 40 minutes. 

The order in which feeding ceased at night was : Kestrel, 
36 minutes before sunset; Coal-Tit, 15 minutes; House-
Sparrow, 7 minutes ; Chaffinch, 5 minutes ; and Mistle-
Thrush, 2 minutes. Nuthatch continued to feed until 7 
minutes after sunset; Barn-Owl, 12 minutes after ; Great 
Tit, 14 minutes ; Marsh-Tit, 22 minutes ; Hedge-Sparrow, 
23 minutes ; Blackbird, 29 minutes; Song-Thrush, 29 
minutes ; Blue Tit, 31 minutes ; and Robin 33 minutes. 

In offering these observations it must be understood that 
they were all made from the windows of the house, and while 
there is no doubt that the visits of the Tits to the food as 
noted, and probably those of Robin, House-Sparrow, Marsh-
Tit and Coal-Tit were the actual beginnings and endings of 
their feeding, it is possible that the other species may have 
fed elsewhere before or after the occasions they were seen 
eating from the house. 

It is perhaps unnecessary to say that some of the birds 
cited above, Kestrel and Barn-Owl, for example, did not 
eat at the bird tables but were observed feeding in the fields 
near the house. 


